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Description

TP-Link | VIGI C540-W (4mm) | 4MP Outdoor Full-Colour
Wi-Fi Pan/Tilt Network Camera
The TP-Link VIGI C540-W is a 4MP Outdoor Full-Colour Wi-Fi Pan/Tilt Network Camera that offers advanced surveillance
capabilities. With its 4-megapixel high-definition resolution, this camera ensures exceptional clarity, capturing even the most
intricate details. Its standout feature is the 24-hour full-colour capability, achieved through a high-sensitivity sensor and built-in
spotlight LEDs, allowing it to deliver vivid and clear visuals even in complete darkness.

 

Equipped with powerful pan and tilt functionality, the camera supports customized patrol routes and auto-tracking, enhancing
its ability to monitor critical areas effectively. This feature-rich camera is designed for seamless wireless outdoor connectivity,
leveraging Wi-Fi signals for straightforward and rapid deployment. Its rugged construction with an IP66 waterproof rating
ensures reliable performance in various weather conditions, making it suitable for outdoor use.

 

The TP-Link VIGI C540-W boasts smart detection capabilities, including motion detection, area intrusion, line-crossing, and video
tampering alerts. These features empower users to receive real-time notifications and monitor camera feeds when specific
events occur, such as boundary crossings or unauthorized access. Additionally, the camera employs H.265+ compression
technology to transmit high-quality video while conserving bandwidth, minimizing storage usage, and reducing monitoring
costs. The VIGI app provides convenient remote management, enabling users to control and monitor their security system from
their smartphones, making it a comprehensive solution for property surveillance.

FEATURES
4MP High Definition: The camera comes with 4MP–more than enough pixels to pick up some of the more discrete
details
Lens: 4mm
24h Full-Colour: Obtain 24-hour colour details, even in pitch-black conditions, via a high-sensitivity sensor and included
spotlight LEDs
Powerful Pan Tilt: Customised patrol routes and auto-tracking provide more intelligent options to monitor key areas
and improve security within your property
Wireless Outdoor Connection: Simple and quick deployment with Wi-Fi signals
Waterproof: Reliable IP66 for stable outdoor performance
Smart Detection (motion detection, area intrusion, line-crossing, video tampering): Receive notifications and check
feeds when someone crosses a boundary, enters an area you've set, or obstructs the camera
H.265+: Without using any extra bandwidth, your cameras transmit compressed crystal-clear video to save disk space,
ease network loads, and reduce monitoring costs without sacrificing image quality
VIGI App: Manage your security from the palm of your hand with the VIGI app

*Micro SD card is not included in the package.

WARRANTY
3-years limited warranty

https://www.tp-link.com/au/support/replacement-warranty/#box_8
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